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SUMMARY

Oncogenic activation of RAS genes via point muta-
tions occurs in 20%–30% of human cancers. The
development of effective RAS inhibitors has been
challenging, necessitating new approaches to inhibit
this oncogenic protein. Functional studies have
shown that the switch region of RAS interacts with
a large number of effector proteins containing
a common RAS-binding domain (RBD). Because
RBD-mediated interactions are essential for RAS
signaling, blocking RBD association with small mole-
cules constitutes an attractive therapeutic approach.
Here, we present evidence that rigosertib, a styryl-
benzyl sulfone, acts as a RAS-mimetic and interacts
with the RBDs of RAF kinases, resulting in their
inability to bind to RAS, disruption of RAF activation,
and inhibition of the RAS-RAF-MEK pathway. We
also find that rigosertib binds to the RBDs of Ral-
GDS and PI3Ks. These results suggest that targeting
of RBDs across multiple signaling pathways by rigo-
sertib may represent an effective strategy for inacti-
vation of RAS signaling.

INTRODUCTION

The discovery that oncogenic activation of RAS genes occurs

via point mutations (Reddy, 1983; Reddy et al., 1982; Shimizu

et al., 1983; Tabin et al., 1982; Taparowsky et al., 1983; Yuasa

et al., 1983) and that these mutations occur in 20%–30% of

human cancers, (Prior et al., 2012), spearheaded investiga-

tions aimed at understanding the biochemical mechanisms

that govern the function of these oncoproteins. These studies

have shown that oncogenic RAS not only activates proliferative

signals but also mediates signals responsible for survival,

metastasis, and evasion of apoptosis (Pylayeva-Gupta et al.,
2011) through interaction with a universe of effector proteins

by a highly conserved mechanism (Vojtek and Der, 1998)

involving the switch I and switch II regions of RAS and the

RAS-binding domains (RBDs) of its effector proteins. It is now

estimated that over 100 mammalian proteins, including three

key RAS effectors, RAF proteins, RalGDS, and the family of

PI3 kinases, share this binding motif (Block et al., 1996; Nassar

et al., 1995; Pacold et al., 2000). Studies with RAF suggest that

the 78 amino acid N-terminal RBD plays a critical role in its as-

sociation with the switch I region of RAS at amino acids 32–40

(Block et al., 1996; Nassar et al., 1995; Terada et al., 1999).

Interestingly, the RBDs of RAF kinases, PI3Ks, and RalGDS

adopt similar, ubiquitin-like fold tertiary structures whereby

the molecular interactions with RAS are mediated by side-by-

side alignment of b sheets that are stabilized by multiple polar

and hydrophobic interactions (Block et al., 1996; Nassar et al.,

1995; Terada et al., 1999).

When knockin mice that harbor point mutations in the RBD of

P110a (that abolished its interaction with RAS) were crossed

with K-RAS LA2 mice that harbor an activating mutation in

the K-Ras gene, an impressive 95% reduction in lung tumor

formation was observed, suggesting that targeting RAS-RBD

interactions might constitute an excellent strategy to inhibit

oncogenic RAS signaling (Castellano and Downward, 2011;

Gupta et al., 2007).

The development of RAS inhibitors has been challenging due

to the lack of well-defined druggable pockets and cavities on the

RAS surface. This obstacle could be partly overcome with G12C

mutant RAS, which creates a pocket that could be exploited to

synthesize a covalent inhibitor specific to RASG12C (Ostrem

et al., 2013). While this approach constitutes an important break-

through, it is necessary to develop a broader approach that en-

ables inhibition of all forms of mutant RAS.

Here, we describe the first identification of a small molecule

inhibitor of RAS-RBD protein:protein interaction, rigosertib. Rig-

osertib, which is in phase III clinical trials for myelodysplastic

syndrome (MDS), is a novel benzyl styryl sulfone (Figure S1A)

that inhibits the growth of a wide variety of human tumor cells
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in vitro and impairs tumor growth in vivo with minimal toxicity

(Agoni et al., 2014; Reddy et al., 2011). Because rigosertib is a

non-ATP competitive inhibitor, its mechanism of action has not

been precisely defined. To identify direct targets of rigosertib,

we employed a chemical pulldown method that has been suc-

cessfully used to identify targets of other drugs such as lenalido-

mide (Ito et al., 2014). Our results show that rigosertib acts as a

RAS-mimetic that binds to the RBDs of the RAS effectors and in-

terferes with their ability to bind to RAS, resulting in a block to

activation of RAF kinase activity and inhibition of RAS-RAF-

MEK signaling. Our studies also show that rigosertib inhibits

the phosphorylation of c-RAF at Ser338, which is required for

the activation of its kinase activity (Diaz et al., 1997) and its asso-

ciation with PLK1 (Mielgo et al., 2011).
RESULTS

Rigosertib Binds to RBD Domains of the RAF Family of
Proteins
We engineered a biologically active rigosertib-biotin conjugate

(Figure S1A) and used this compound as an affinity matrix to

identify proteins that bind to rigosertib (RGS) (Figure S1B).

Mass spectrometry identified six proteins as principal RGS-

binding partners: A-RAF, B-RAF, and c-RAF, Hsp27, Hsp73,

and FUBP3 (Figure S1C). In these assays, a biotin-conjugate of

a biologically inactive isomer of RGS, ON01911, as well as free

RGS or biotin, did not bring down these proteins (Figure S1D).

Unlinked RGS competed with the RGS-biotin conjugate, sug-

gesting that they are bona fide targets of RGS (Figure S1E).

To determine the site to which RGS binds, we subjected re-

combinant proteins derived from different regions of c-RAF to

differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF) (Niesen et al., 2007) in

the presence of RGS. While the c-RAF kinase domain (KD) did

not interact with RGS, the RBD bound to RGS as indicated by

the change in Tm (Figures 1A and 1B). In contrast, PLX4032 (ve-

murafenib), an ATP-competitive RAF inhibitor (Tsai et al., 2008),

readily induced a strong thermal shift with the KD but not with the

RBD (Figure 1B).

To confirm the interaction of RGS with the c-RAF RBD, we

mixed recombinant GST-RAF RBD or GST-RAF KD with total

HeLa cell lysates, incubated the extracts with biotin-RGS conju-

gate, and the bound proteins subjected to western blot analysis

using anti-GST antibodies. The biotin-RGS conjugate readily

pulled down the GST-RBD protein in a concentration-dependent

manner while the GST-KD protein failed to do so (Figures 1C and

1D). Similarly, RGS was also shown to bind to B-RAF and A-RAF

RBDs (Figures S1F and S1G).

We next determined the binding affinity of RGS to RAF-RBDs

using microscale thermophoresis (MST) (Wienken et al., 2010).

Highly purified preparations of recombinant c-RAF and B-RAF

RBDs were fluorescently labeled at their N termini and a fixed

concentration (100 nM) of each labeled protein was mixed with

increasing concentrations of RGS (0.038–1,250 nM) and sub-

jected toMST. The Kd values obtained from this analysis showed

that RGS binds to the c-RAF and B-RAF RBDs with dissociation

constants of 0.18 nM and 0.71 nM, respectively, demonstrating

high-affinity binding (Figures 1E and 1F).
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Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Analysis of the B-RAF
RBD-Rigosertib Interaction
To identify residues in the B-RAF RBD that interact with RGS,

we recorded a series of 15N-1H heteronuclear single-quantum

coherence (HSQC) spectra of 15N-labeled B-RAF RBD with

increasing concentrations of RGS (Figure 2A). Figure 2B shows

the residues with the largest chemical shift perturbations (>3s

from the mean; Figure S2A) mapped on the surface of the lowest

energy structure of the B-RAF RBD. Strikingly, the chemical shift

perturbations caused by the addition of RGS are localized to

the very region of the B-RAF-RBD implicated in RAS binding,

namely the b1 and b2 strands and helix a1 (Nassar et al.,

1995). Additionally, the cluster of residues with the largest chem-

ical shift perturbation contains many of the same residues

involved in RAS binding, namely I156, K164, R166, T167,

V168, A184, andM187. These key residues are conserved within

the RAF-RBDs, suggesting that RGS would bind to similar re-

gions of A-RAF and c-RAF (Figure 3A).

To obtain more precise information about the mode of

RGS binding, we solved the solution structures of B-RAF RBD

and B-RAF RBD:RGS complex using nuclear magnetic reso-

nance (NMR) spectroscopy (Figure 2; Table S1). The B-RAF

RBD ensemble forms a tight cluster and consists of the a/b fold

containing two a helices (177–186 and 214–217) and five b

strands (156–160, 167–170, 195–201, 204–208, and 221–226).

The mean backbone root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of the

ensemble with respect to the average structure is 0.50 ± 0.11 Å.

The B-RAF RBD (apo) structure (PDB: 5J17) is very similar to

the previously solved solution structure (http://www.rcsb.org/

pdb/explore/explore.do?structureId=2L05) (PDB: 2L05) at low

pH and the crystal structure of c-RAF RBD in complex with

RAS (PDB: 4G0N) (Fetics et al., 2015), with backbone RMSD of

1.15 Å and 1.01 Å, respectively.

Intermolecular nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) observed be-

tween the B-RAF RBD and RGS indicate the presence of two

binding positions of RGS (Figure S2E). Figures 2C and 2F

show the ten lowest energy structure ensemble of B-RAF

RBD:RGS complex, where RGS is bound to B-RAF RBD in

two different orientations, namely complex I (PDB: 5J18) and II

(PDB: 5J2R), respectively. The structure calculation of complex

I and II were performed independently using the unique sets of

NOEs that can only satisfy one or the other orientation. For

example, Figure S2 (lower right panel) shows NOEs that are

unambiguously assigned to complex I (magenta) and complex

II (red). In both complexes, RGS binds at the same interface,

namely b1 and b2 strands and helix a1 of B-RAF RBD (Figures

2D and 2G). The pairwise backbone RMSD from the mean struc-

ture for complex I and II are 0.60 ± 0.16 and 0.62 ± 0.18 Å,

respectively, indicating no major deviation of the backbone

atoms between the ten lowest energy structures within each

complex. Superimposition of the lowest energy structure of the

B-RAF RBD (apo) with the structure of the B-RAF RBD:RGS

complex gives a RMSD of 0.88 Å (for all backbone atoms) for

complex I and 0.87 Å for complex II, suggesting that there are

no major conformational changes in the structure of the B-RAF

RBD upon RGS binding (Figure S2B).

In both complexes, the intermolecular contacts are primarily

hydrophobic in nature. In complex I, the trimethoxy styryl portion
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Figure 1. Rigosertib Binds to the RBDs of c-RAF and B-RAF

(A and B) Recombinant GST-RBD (AA 1–149) of c-RAF (A) or kinase domain (KD) of c-RAF (AA 306–648) (B) were subjected to DSF in the presence of DMSO

(control), rigosertib (RGS), or PLX4032 (PLX). GST-RBD and KD reactions were performed in triplicate and duplicate, respectively.

(C) Binding of RGS to GST-RBD. GST-RBD was mixed with total cell lysates and incubated with RGS-biotin conjugate and streptavidin-agarose beads. The

precipitates were subjected to western blot analysis using GST-specific antibodies.

(D) GST-KD was mixed with total cell lysates and incubated with RGS-biotin conjugate and streptavidin-agarose beads. The precipitates were processed as

described for GST-RBD.

(E and F) Microscale thermophoretic analysis of RGS interaction with c-RAF and B-RAF RBDs. N-terminally labeled recombinant GST-tagged B-RAF and c-RAF

RBD proteins were incubated with increasing concentrations of RGS and the binding reactions subjected toMST. RGS binds to the B-RAF and c-RAF RBDs with

Kd values of 0.71 nM and 0.18 nM, respectively.

See also Figures S1, S4, and S5.
of RGS is oriented toward strand b2 and helix a1 andmakes con-

tacts with amino acids emanating from these two secondary

structures, namely R166, T167, V168, and V169 from strand b2

and K183, A184, M187, and R188 from helix a1 (Figures 2D

and S2C). In addition, L161 from strand b1 reaches over to con-

tact one of the methoxy groups. The methoxy benzyl sulfone

portion of RGS is less tightly clustered due to the lack of strong

intermolecular NOEs. Contacts are primarily from K154 and I156

on strand b1and V168 and P170 on strand b2. In complex II, RGS

is flipped 180� relative to the orientation observed in complex I,

such that the methoxy benzyl sulfone portion of the drug now

lies close to strand b2 and helix a1 and the trimethoxy styryl
portion is in contact with strands b1 and b2. Overall, the drug

is more tightly clustered than in complex I, reflecting a more uni-

form distribution of intermolecular NOEs across the length of the

drug (Figure 2F). The trimethoxy styryl region is fixed by hydro-

phobic contacts with Lys154 and Ile156 from strand b1 and

V168, V169, and P170 from strand b2. The only contacts from

helix a1 are from Lys183 that extends over to one of the methoxy

groups (Figures 2G and S2D). The methoxy benzyl sulfone

portion of RGS is stabilized by contacts with R166, T167, V168

from strand b2, Leu161 from strand b1, and M187 and R188

from helix a1. All of these amino acids are involved in hydropho-

bic van der Waals interactions with the exception of R188. The
Cell 165, 643–655, April 21, 2016 645
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Figure 2. NMR Analysis of the B-RAF RBD-Rigosertib Interaction: Chemical Shift Perturbation Studies and NMR Structure

(A) Expanded view of the 1H-15N HSQC spectra of the titration of RGS with 15N-labeled B-RAF RBD. Overlaid 1H-15N HSQC spectra of 15N-labeled B-RAF RBD

with increasing concentrations of RGS: 0 (black), 0.25 (red), 0.5 (green), 1 (blue), 2 (magenta) mM.

(B) Surface representation of the B-RAF RBD (apo structure) showing the residues affected by RGS. Residues that show significant NMR chemical shifts (>3s

from mean) are labeled and shown in cyan.

(C and F) Superimposition of ten lowest energy complex structures of the B-RAF RBD (153–228) with RGS for complex I (blue/magenta) (C) and complex II (green/

red) (F).

(legend continued on next page)
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guanidino group of R188 can potentially make a salt link with the

glycine portion of RGS.

Overall, our NMR results show that RGS binds B-RAF RBD in

two different orientations. Importantly, in both ensembles, RGS

occupies the same interface and would occlude the binding of

RAS to RAF RBDs (Figures 2E and 2H). Based on the distribution

of NOEs observed in both ensembles, it is expected that both

orientations are evenly populated in solution. Taken together,

the NMR data provide powerful evidence that RGS binds the

B-RAF RBD at essentially the same location as the RAS switch

I region and can thereby preclude RAS-RAF interaction in cells

(Figures 3A–3C).

Mutations in c-RAF-RBD that Affect RAS Binding Also
Affect Rigosertib Binding
To furtherconfirmthatRGSandRASbind to thesameregionof the

RAF-RBDs, we created a number of mutant c-RAF RBDs and

tested their ability to bind to GTP-RAS and RGS. These studies

(Figures 3B and 3C) show that any mutation in the RAF-RBD

that abolished the binding of RAS (WT andG12DK-RAS) also dis-

rupted binding to RGS. These mutations include T57A, R67A,

L62A, V69A, V69G, and T68A. Mutant RBDs (K65A, V69A, V70A,

and V88A), which showed reduced binding affinities for RAS,

also exhibited reduced binding affinities to RGS as indicated by

their increasedKd values inMST (Figures 3Band3C). Thesemuta-

genesis studies, combined with the NMR data, strongly suggest

that RGS acts as a small molecule mimetic of RAS.

Effect of Rigosertib on RAS-RAF Interaction and RAF
Kinase Activity
To examine whether RGS inhibits the interaction between GTP-

RAS and CRAF-RBD in vitro, we stimulated serum-starved A431

cells with EGF (that activates RAS) and incubated the cell lysates

with GST-RBD that was pre-incubated with either DMSO or

increasing concentrations of RGS. The resulting complexes

were precipitated using glutathione-agarose beads and sub-

jected to western blot analysis for GTP-RAS. The results (Fig-

ure 3D) show that pre-incubation of GST-RBD with RGS results

in an inhibition of its association with activated RAS in a concen-

tration-dependent manner.

In the next set of experiments, lysates fromHeLa cells that were

treatedovernightwithDMSO,RGS (2mM),orPLX4032 (2mM)were

incubatedwithGST-RASG12D agarose beads, (McKay et al., 2011)

and the levels of endogenous c-RAF and B-RAF bound to these

complexes were examined by immunoblot analysis. Treatment

of cells with RGS resulted in an inability of the B-RAF and c-RAF

proteins to bind to activated GST-RASG12D. In contrast, lysates

derived fromDMSO- or PLX4032-treated cells showed strong as-

sociations of c-RAF and B-RAF with GST- RASG12D (Figure 3E).

These results support the hypothesis that RGS interferes with

the ability of activated RAS to bind to RAF proteins.
(D and G) Ribbon plot showing the lowest energy structure of the B-RAF RBD wi

denoted in stick and gray color. Dotted line denotes hydrogen bonding.

(E and H) Superimposition of the lowest energy complex structures of B-RAF RBD

(blue) with RGS (magenta) and c-RAF RBD:Ras complex (cyan) is shown in (E). Co

(H). Backbone RMSD between B-RAF RBD in complex I and complex II with c-R

See also Figure S2 and Table S1.
To study the effects of RGS on EGF-induced activation of

RAS and RAF, we used HeLa and A431 cell lines, both of

which express wild-type RAS and RAF proteins. These cells

were serum-starved in the presence of DMSO, RGS (2 mM), or

PLX4032 (2 mM), stimulated with EGF, and the level of activated

RAS determined using an active RAS pull-down kit. This assay

utilizes a GST-RAF-RBD protein (that specifically binds to

GTP-RAS) that can be pulled down by glutathione agarose

beads (Taylor et al., 2001). As expected, RAS was activated

upon EGF stimulation in both cell lines, and GTP-RAS could

readily be pulled down by GST-RBD in DMSO and PLX4032-

treated cells (Figures 3F and 3G). Surprisingly, very little or no

GTP-RAS could be precipitated from lysates derived from cells

treated with RGS, suggesting that RGS may interfere with the

activation of WT-RAS by EGF.

To rule out the possibility that RGS interferes with RAS activa-

tion, we examined the effects of RGS on the activation of mutant

RAS using a HeLa cell line that expresses a HA-tagged mutant

N-RAS G12D protein (Figure 3H). Serum-starved cells grown in

the presence or absence of RGS were stimulated with EGF

and the level of mutant RAS-GTP complexes bound to GST-

RBD determined. The results (Figure 3H) show that pre-incuba-

tion of cells with RGS had no effect on the levels of GTP-RAS. In

fact, these cells were found to constitutively express GTP-bound

mutant RAS in the absence of any EGF stimulation. These

studies suggest that RGS interferes with the ability of RAF to

interact with active WT-RAS, which might result in its rapid con-

version to its GDP-bound form. It is unlikely that the presence of

RGS in cell lysates interferes with the binding of GTP-RAS to

RBD since we used a high excess of GST-RBD in these assays

and the cell lysates contain very small amounts of RGS, which

is highly diluted by the lysis buffer.

Since growth factor-mediated RAS-RAF association results in

the activation of RAF kinase activity (Diaz et al., 1997), we exam-

ined the effects of RGS on the catalytic activity of RAF proteins in

EGF-stimulated cells. The results of this study (Figures 3I and 3J)

demonstrate that pre-treatment of cells with RGS inhibits EGF-

induced activation of RAF kinase activity, while pre-treatment

with PLX4032 results in its enhancement. Because RGS does

not inhibit the kinase activity of any of the three RAF proteins in

in vitro assays (Figure S3), we conclude that absence of c-RAF

kinase activity in RGS-treated cells is indirect and is due to inhi-

bition of RAS-RAF interaction that is required for the RAF protein

to assume a kinase-active conformation.

Rigosertib Inhibits RAF Heterodimerization and MAPK
Signaling
To test the effects of RGS on RAF-mediated signaling, we exam-

ined the effects of RGS on heterodimerization of endogenous

c-RAF and B-RAF in response to EGF-stimulation by performing

co-immunoprecipitation assays using c-RAF-specific antibodies
th RGS in complex I (D) and complex II (G). Residues interacting with RGS are

:RGS with c-RAF RBD:Ras X-ray co-crystal structure (PBD: 4G0N). Complex I

mplex II (green) with RGS (red) and c-RAF RBD:Ras complex (cyan) is shown in

AF RBD in the crystal structure (PDB: 4G0N) is 1.15 Å.

Cell 165, 643–655, April 21, 2016 647



Figure 3. Rigosertib Interacts with the b1 Strand, b2 Strand, and a1Helix of the B-RAFRBD, Interfereswith the Binding of Active RASwith the

RAF-RBD, and Inhibits RAS-Mediated Activation of RAF Kinase Activity

(A) Alignment of the three RAF RBDs showing the residues in contact with RGS that are highlighted in cyan.

(B) Effect of RBDmutations on c-RAF-RBD:RAS interaction. HeLa cells (WT) or HeLa cells expressing a mutant form of RAS (G12D) were serum starved for 18 hr

and stimulated with EGF for 5 min. The level of GTP-bound RAS in the cell lysates was tested for its ability to bind to WT c-RAF RBD and the indicated mutants.

The same mutants were examined for their ability to bind to RGS using MST. Kd values for the mutants are provided below the blot.

(C) Four representative titration curves are shown.

(D) A431 cells were serum starved for 18 hr and treated with EGF and cell lysates analyzed for the level of RAS-GTP binding to the c-RAF RBD that was pre-

incubated with DMSO or increasing concentrations of RGS for overnight.

(E) Exponentially growing HeLa cells were treated overnight with DMSO, RGS, or PLX4032 (PLX) and the cell lysates incubated for 2–4 hr at 4�C with agarose

beads linked to GST-RasG12D. After extensive washing, the complexes were examined by immunoblot analysis using B-RAF or c-RAF antibodies. The levels of

RAF proteins in the whole cell extracts are also shown.

(F andG) HeLa (F) or A431 (G) cells were serum starved for 18 hr in the presence of DMSO, RGS, or PLX, treatedwith EGF and the levels of RAS-GTP in cell lysates

were determined using GST-RAF1-RBD and glutathione beads in pull-down assays.

(legend continued on next page)
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and determining the level of associated B-RAF by western blot

analysis. While little or no association between the two RAF pro-

teins was detected in serum-starved cells that were treated with

DMSO (no EGF), EGF stimulation readily induced the formation

of c-RAF and B-RAF heterodimers (Figures 4A and 4B). How-

ever, simultaneous treatment with RGS resulted in a nearly

complete inhibition of c-RAF/B-RAF heterodimer formation. In

contrast, PLX4032 treatment enhanced the association between

the two RAF proteins, as previously reported (Hu et al., 2013).

Because growth factor-mediated activation of RAF is known to

activate the MEK/ERK pathway (Pylayeva-Gupta et al., 2011; Ritt

et al., 2010), we next examined the effect of RGSandPLX4032 on

the phosphorylation status of MEK and ERK and observed a

reduction in MEK and ERK phosphorylation in both HeLa and

A431 cells treated with RGS (Figures 4A and 4B). In contrast, a

small increase or no change in the phosphorylation status of

these proteins was detected in PLX4032-treated cells.

Next, we performed similar experiments using N-RAS (G12D)-

expressing HeLa cells as well as HCT-116 and A549 cells that

harbor a point mutation in the K-RAS gene. The results show

that RGS inhibits MEK and ERK activation equally well, indi-

cating that RGS inhibits both wild-type and mutant RAS-medi-

ated signaling (Figures 4C–4E). As a negative control, we exam-

ined the effects of RGS and PLX4032 on the human WM-1617

melanoma cell line that harbors a V599E mutation in the BRAF

gene that results in RAS-independent activation of MAPK sig-

naling (Satyamoorthy et al., 2003). When these cells were treated

with RGS, little or no inhibition of ERK or MAPK phosphorylation

was observed while PLX4032 could completely block these

phosphorylation events (Figure 4F). These results are consistent

with RGS inhibiting the MEK/ERK pathway by inhibiting RAS-

RAF interaction.

Rigosertib Inhibits c-RAFSer338 Phosphorylation
It is now well established that growth factor-mediated stimula-

tion of c-RAF kinase activity is accompanied by phosphorylation

of Ser338 (Diaz et al., 1997). To determine if RGS affects the

phosphorylation of c-RAFSer338, HCT116 cells were serum-

starved in the presence of DMSO, RGS, or PLX4032 and stimu-

latedwith EGF for 5min. The results presented in Figure 5A show

the high levels of Ser338 phosphorylation in DMSO-treated cells

following EGF stimulation. While little or no effect was seen in

cells treated with PLX4032, RGS treatment completely inhibited

EGF-induced c-RAFSer338 phosphorylation (Figure 5A).

Effect of Rigosertib on RAF-PLK1 Interactions
Unlike many RAF inhibitors that induce G1 arrest, treatment with

RGS causes tumor cells to undergo growth arrest in the G2/M

phase of the cell cycle (Reddy et al., 2011). While RGS was orig-

inally described as a PLK1 inhibitor (Gumireddy et al., 2005),

subsequent experiments by us and others (Steegmaier et al.,

2007) showed that RGS does not directly inhibit PLK1 kinase ac-
(H) HeLa cells expressing N-RAS (G12D) were treated as in (F). The level of bind

(I and J) HeLa (I) and A431(J) cell lysates from (F) and (G) were subjected to immuno

for RAF kinase activity using kinase-inactive recombinant MEK protein as a subs

See also Figure S2 and Table S1.
tivity. Inhibition of c-RAFSer338 phosphorylation inhibits associa-

tion of c-RAF with PLK1, leading to spindle abnormalities and a

subsequent block in mitotic progression (Mielgo et al., 2011).

Since RGS treatment also causes spindle abnormalities and

mitotic block, we investigated whether treatment of exponen-

tially growing cells with RGS inhibits c-RAFSer388 phosphoryla-

tion and, consequently, its association with PLK1. HCT116 cells

were synchronized at the G1/S boundary using a double thymi-

dine block and released into growth medium containing either

RGS or nocodazole, since both compounds induce mitotic ar-

rest. Mitosis-specific histone H3Ser10 phosphorylation (Paulson

and Taylor, 1982), was used as a surrogate marker of cell-cycle

progression. The results presented in Figures 5B and 5C show

that both RGS- and nocodazole-treated cells enter mitosis as re-

flected by the accumulation of phosphorylated Ser10-histone

H3 that was accompanied by an accumulation of phosphory-

lated c-RAFSer338 in nocadazole-treated cells, whereas this

phosphorylation was reduced by 90% in cells treated with

RGS. We next asked whether treatment with nocodazole or

RGS affected the interaction of PLK-1with c-RAFSer338 by immu-

noprecipitating cell lysates with anti-PLK1 antibodies and sub-

jecting the immunoprecipitates to western blot analysis using

antibodies directed against c-RAFSer338. The results presented

in Figure 5D show that while there is a strong association of

PLK1 with c-RAFSer338 in cells treated with nocadazole, there

was little or no association of PLK1 with this protein in RGS-

treated cells. These results show that RGS can inhibit some

functions of PLK1 that lead to mitotic arrest of tumor cells by in-

hibiting PLK1/RAF interactions.

Rigosertib Binds to RBDs of Ral-GDS and PI3Ks
RBDs adopt similar, ubiquitin-like folds despite the lack of exten-

sive sequence similarity (Kiel et al., 2005; Wohlgemuth et al.,

2005), suggesting that RGS might bind to the RBDs of multiple

effector proteins and inhibit several RAS-driven signaling path-

ways. To test this possibility, we examined the ability of RGS

to bind to RBDs of RalGDS and PI3Ks. DSF studies as well

pull-down assays with biotin-RGS conjugate showed that RGS

binds to recombinant Ral-GDS RBD, in a concentration-depen-

dent manner (Figure S4).

Recombinant PI3K RBD proteins are highly insoluble and

unsuitable for DSF assays. As an alternative, we expressed

the four class I PI3K-RBDs in HEK293T cells and performed

pull-down assays using increasing concentrations of biotin-

RGS conjugate. We readily observed concentration-dependent

pull-downs of the PI3Ka, PI3Kb and PI3Kg RBDs; however,

the interaction of PI3Kd-RBD with biotin-RGS was weak, sug-

gesting that RGS does not have a high affinity for this RBD (Fig-

ure S5A). Because growth factor-mediated activation of PI3K

is known to activate the AKT pathway (Burgering and Coffer,

1995), we tested the effects of RGS on AKT phosphorylation in

EGF-stimulated MIAPaCa-2, HCT-116, and MDA-MB-231 cells,
ing of G12D-N-RAS-GTP with the c-RAF RBD is shown.

precipitation with anti-c-RAF antibodies and the immunoprecipitates analyzed

trate.
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Figure 4. Rigosertib Interferes with Growth Factor-Induced RAF Dimerization and MEK/ERK Activation
(A–F) HeLa (A) or A431 (B) cells were serum starved for 18 hr in the presence of DMSO, RGS, or PLX, treated with EGF and cell lysates subjected to immuno-

precipitation with anti-c-RAF antibodies and the level of associated B-RAF determined by western blot analysis. The level of ERK, phospho-ERK, MEK, phospho-

MEK, total c-RAF and B-RAF, and GAPDH (loading control) were also determined by western blot analysis. The effect of DMSO, RGS, or PLX on EGF-induced

RAF dimerization and/or activation of MEK and ERK in HeLa (C) cells transfected with a vector control or HA-tagged, N-RAS (G12D) expression vector HCT-116

(D) and A549 (E) and WM1617 (F) cells were determined as described above.

See also Figure S3.
all of which express mutant KRAS. The results presented in Fig-

ure S5B show a reduction in AKT phosphorylation in all three cell

lines treated with RGS, suggesting that it inhibits the PI3K/AKT

pathway by inhibiting RAS-PI3K interaction.

Rigosertib Inhibits RAS-Mediated Transformation and
Tumor Growth
The effects of RGS on oncogenic transformation mediated

by mutant RAS and PI3Ks was evaluated by transformation as-

says using avian fibroblasts expressing the oncogenic H-RAS-

G12V, p110a-E545K, p110a-H1047R, WT PI3Kb, PI3Kg, or

p110d. RGS inhibited transformation by all of these oncogenic

proteins with IC50 values between 6–15 nM, suggesting that

this compound has potent anti-oncogenic activity (Figures 6A

and 6B). Interestingly, in these assays, RGS was more effective

in inhibiting the transforming activity of mutant RAS and

p110a-E545K and p110a-H1047R compared to WT PI3Kb,

PI3Kg, or p110d.

To determine the in vivo efficacy of RGS in the context

of mutant RAS, we used three different biological models,

two xenograft models of human colorectal cancer, HCT116

(K-RASG13D) and lung cancer, A549 (K-RASG12S), and genet-

ically modified mouse model (GEMM) of pancreatic cancer

(K-RASG12D). In the nude mouse model, HCT116 or A549 cells

were injected into nude mice, and the tumors were allowed to

grow to �100 mm3 in size and treated daily with either water

(vehicle) or RGS (100 mg/kg) twice daily for 16 days. Growth of
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the tumors was monitored using Transferrin vivo 750 imaging

agent (Figure 6D). The results presented in Figures 6C, 6D,

S6A, and S6B show that RGS treatment resulted in dramatically

decreased tumor growth in both tumor models.

To confirm that the growth inhibition of tumors is associated

with inhibition of RAS signaling, we examined the effects on

RAS-mediated MEK/ERK signaling in extracts derived from

four placebo- and RGS-treated tumors. Figures 6E, 6F,

and S6C show that while there is robust activation of the ERK

and PI3K pathways in placebo-treated tumors as evidenced by

c-RAFSer338, MEK, ERK, and AKT phosphorylation, these phos-

phorylation events were dramatically reduced in tumors ob-

tained from rigosertib-treated animals suggesting that RGS is

an effective inhibitor of the MAPK and PI3K pathways.

Inhibition of RAS-Signaling by Rigosertib Suppresses
Pancreatic Tumorigenesis
Wenext investigated the effects of RGS treatment on tumormain-

tenance in vivo using the Pdx-cre:Kras+/LSL G12D mouse model

of pancreatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PanIN) (Hingorani et al.,

2003) that develops pancreatic ductal lesions that mirror human

PanINs. For these studies, cohorts of Pdx-cre:Kras+/ G12D mice

at 3.5 months of age were treated twice daily with either vehicle

(PBS) or 200 mg/kg RGS for a period of 14 days. At the end of

the study, pancreata were removed and the number and grade

of PanINs determined histologically. As shown in Figure 7A, the

number of pancreatic lesions in the RGS-treated animals was



Figure 5. Treatment of Human Tumor

Cells with Rigosertib Inhibits c-RAFSer338

Phosphorylation and Inhibits PLK-1:RAF

Interaction

(A) HCT116 cells were serum-starved in the pres-

ence of DMSO, RGS, or PLX, stimulated with EGF

and the lysates subjected to immunoprecipitation

using a c-RAF-specific antibody. The immuno-

precipitates were subjected to western blot anal-

ysis using c-RAF and c-RAFSer338 antisera.

(B and C) HCT 116 cells were blocked at the

G1/S boundary using a double thymidine block,

released into growth medium containing RGS

or nocadazole (NOCDZ), and the levels of

c-RAFSer338, PLK1, and histone H3Ser10 were

determined by western blot analysis. Note the

accumulation of c-RAFSer338 in cells treated with

nocadazole as the cells progress toward mitosis,

which is drastically reduced in RGS-treated cells.

(D) Cell lysates isolated from RGS- or nocodazole-

treated cells were subjected to immunoprecipita-

tion using a PLK1-specific antibody and the level

of associated c-RAFSer338 determined by western

blot analysis.
�3-fold less than that of the placebo-treated group. Furthermore,

quantification and classification of the lesions according to grade

revealed dramatic differences in the number of PanIN 1B, 2, and

3 grade tumors between placebo- and RGS-treated animals,

with the decrease in these lesions being statistically significant

(Figure 7B).

To confirm that suppression of RAS-mediated signaling corre-

lated with response to RGS, we examined the levels of ERK and

AKTSer473 phosphorylation within the PanINs using immunohis-

tochemical analysis. As predicted, while there was robust stain-

ing of phosphorylated ERK and AKTSer473 in the control tumors,

the tumors isolated from RGS-treated animals exhibited mark-

edly decreased levels of both phosphoproteins, indicating that

treatment with this compound reduced the level of RAS-medi-

ated signaling in these lesions (Figure 7C). Examination of the

degree of caspase-3 cleavage in the pancreata isolated from

control and RGS-treated mice revealed that the level of cleaved

caspase-3-positive cells was nearly 4-fold greater in the PanIN

lesions of RGS-treated animals (Figure 7C). Together, these

studies demonstrate the effectiveness of RGS in the treatment

of RAS-driven tumors.
DISCUSSION

It is now well established that a majority

of human tumor cells exhibit aberrant

RAS signaling either due to mutations

in the RAS genes themselves, or muta-

tions in the growth factor receptors

and effector molecules that transmit

RAS signals. Although there has been

considerable effort to identify inhibitors

of RAS signaling, no effective anti-

RAS therapeutics have reached the

clinic so far.
Here, we present evidence that rigosertib, a compound

currently in clinical trials, has the ability to interact with the

RBDs of RAF family proteins and effectively blocks RAS

signaling. We could demonstrate rigosertib’s ability to bind to

the B-RAF RBD by a number of biophysical methods, including

DSF, MST, and NMR spectroscopy. We have solved the

solution structures of B-RAF RBD and its complex with RGS

(Figures 2 and S2; Table S1), and we show that RGS binds

B-RAF RBD in two different orientations but occupies the

same interface that will occlude the binding of RAS switch I re-

gion to RAF RBDs (Figures 2E and 2H). Accordingly, we find

that mutations on this surface that abolish the binding of RGS

to RAF-RBD also abolish RAS binding. Furthermore, mutations

such as K65A, V70A and V88A, which reduce the binding affin-

ity of RGS also reduce affinity for RAS (Figures 3A and 3B).

Collectively, these observations point to RGS functioning as

an almost perfect RAS-mimetic that prevents RAS from inter-

acting with its downstream effectors.

In agreement with the above findings, we observed a strong

block in growth factor-induced RAF activation due to the inability

of B-RAF and C-RAF to bind activated RAS in RGS-treated cells.
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Figure 6. Rigosertib Inhibits RAS-Mediated

Transformation and Tumor Growth

(A) Rigosertib inhibits transformation of chicken

fibroblasts (CEFs) by mutant RAS, p110a-E545K,

p110a-H1047R, PI3Kb, PI3Kg, and PI3Kd. CEFs

were transfected with RCAS virus expressing the

indicated oncogene in the presence of increasing

concentrations of RGS. The plates were overlaid

with nutrient agar every other day for 2–3 weeks

post-infection. Transformation values are repre-

sented in graphical form.

(B) The absolute level of colony formation by

each of these constructs in the absence or pres-

ence of RGS.

(C) Growth of HCT116 xenograft tumors in vehicle

or RGS-treated ncr/ncr mice as measured using

Transferrin-Vivo 750 imaging agent. Fluorescence

units are shown.

(D) Florescence images of the mice on day 16.

(E) Tumor extracts derived from placebo and RGS-

treated mice were subjected to western blot

analysis using the indicated antibodies.

(F) Average values of each phospho protein are

shown in graphical form.

See also Figure S6.
One consequence of RGS-mediated inhibition of RAS-RAF inter-

actions is an inability to form RAF dimers and an inhibition of

MEK and ERK signaling. We show here that RGS has a dual

action in inhibiting the phosphorylation of c-RAF Ser338 and its

association with PLK1 (Figure 5), which leads to themitotic arrest

of tumor cells. Our studies also show that RGS binds to other

RAS effectors, including RalGDS and members of the PI3 kinase

family, via their RBDs and inhibits transformation mediated by

oncogenic RAS and PI3K proteins (Figure 6). Because the

RBDs of most RAS effectors adopt similar, ubiquitin-like folds

that have nearly identical tertiary structures suggest that RGS

might be able bind and inhibit multiple RAS-driven signaling

pathways.

In vivo efficacy studies using the HCT116 and A549 xenograft

models of colorectal and lung cancers show that RGS is a potent

inhibitor of tumor growth, which is accompanied by downregula-

tion of MAPK and PI3K signaling (Figure 6). The ability of RGS

to inhibit tumor growth in vivo was also demonstrated using a

K-rasG12D GEMM of PanIN, whereby mice treated with RGS

exhibited a reduction in tumor burden that correlated with reduc-

tions in RAS-mediated signaling and an increase in apoptosis

(Figure 7). In a recent phase III clinical trial, a group of MDS pa-
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tients with monosomy 7 and trisomy 8,

two cytogenetic abnormalities that are

associated with RAS activation in �50%

of cases, (de Souza Fernandez et al.,

1998; Stephenson et al., 1995) responded

best to treatment with RGS, with hazard

ratio for survival in the 0.25–0.30 range

(Garcia-Manero et al., 2016). These re-

sults further support the value of RGS in

treating patients with abnormalities in

the RAS pathway. There have been
many attempts to inhibit MAPK and PI3K signaling pathways us-

ing a combination of inhibitors, which have generally failed to

show an acceptable therapeutic index due to combined toxicity

exhibited by these drugs. Rigosertib, as a single agent, has

shown a remarkable safety profile in spite of inhibiting multiple

signaling pathways, which appears to be due to its uniquemech-

anism of action.

The human genome encodes a large number of RAS-related

proteins, several of which are members of the heterotrimeric G

protein gene family. Like RAS, these proteins mediate their ef-

fects by binding to their effectors via their RBD-like domains.

The strategy presented here of inactivating RAS signaling based

on inhibition of RAS interaction with downstream effectors may

be similarly applied to this large family of G proteins, paving

the way for a new class of drugs for the treatment of G protein-

mediated diseases.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

In Vitro Pull-Down Assays

To identify RGS-binding proteins, cell lysates were pre-cleared with streptavi-

din-agarose beads and incubated with RGS-biotin conjugate and neutravidin
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Figure 7. Treatment with Rigosertib Sup-

presses the Growth of RAS-Driven Pancre-

atic Intraepithelial Neoplasia

(A and B) Average number of PanINs per section

(A) and total number of PanINs by grade (B) in

vehicle- and RGS-treated animals.

(C) Representative hematoxylin & eosin (H&E) and

immunohistochemical staining of representative

pancreatic sections harvested from three vehicle-

and RGS-treated mice. Scale bar, 100 mm.

Average levels of ERK and AKTSer473 phosphory-

lation and caspase-3 cleavage in PanINs are also

represented graphically. All values represent

mean ± SD; n R 3 for each treatment group. *p %

0.05; **p % 0.005.

See also Figure S5.
agarose and the samples overnight at 4�C. The precipitates subjected to

SDS-PAGE and individual bands were excised and subjected to mass

spectrometry.

Differential Scanning Fluorimetry

RBD-containing proteins were combined with the indicated concentrations of

DMSO,RGS, or PLX-4032 in Protein Thermal Shift Buffer (Applied Biosciences).

Melt reactions were performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and Structure Calculation
13C-15N-labeled B-RAF RBD (aa 151–230) was used for backbone and side

chain resonance assignments as previously described (Delaglio et al., 1995;

Johnson, 2004) (see also the Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Back-

bone resonance assignments data were collected with a 30% sampling

schedule using non-uniform sampling versions of HNCO/HN(CA)CO, HNCA/

HN(CO)CA, and HNCACB/CBCACONH pairs of experiments. Inter-molecular

NOEs were obtained from aliphatic 1H-13C filtered NOESY-HSQC experi-

ments. Mixing times of 150 and 200mswere used in the NOESY-HSQC exper-
iments for determining the B-RAF RBD and B-RAF

RBD:RGS structures, respectively.

To determine the B-RAF:RGS binding interface,

spectral perturbation in the 1H-15N HSQC spectra

of the B-RAF RBD protein were obtained using

separate titrations with increasing concentrations

of RGS dissolved in NMR buffer.

Structure calculations were carried out using

distance, dihedral and hydrogen-bond constraints

using the program ARIA/CNS. A total of 2,016,

1,895, and 1,893 restraints were used to solve

the structure of B-RAF RBD, B-RAF RBD:rigoser-

tib complex I, and complex II, respectively (Table

S1). The complex structures were calculated inde-

pendently with inter-molecular NOEs, which were

unique to complex I and II. The ten lowest energy

structures with no distance (>0.5 Å) and dihedral

violations (>5 Å) were chosen to represent the

structure ensemble. Additional details can be

found in the Supplemental Experimental

Procedures.

Microscale Thermophoresis

Proteins were N-terminally labeled using the

Monolith NT Protein Labeling Kit RED-NHS (Nano-

Temper Technologies) and 100 nMof labeledGST-

tagged B-RAF (aa 151–230) or c-RAF (aa 1–149)

proteins were incubated with increasing concen-

trations of RGS for 30 min at room temperature
and fluorescence values from the binding reactions were determined using

the Monolith NT.115 (Nano Temper Technologies). Binding data were

analyzed using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software). Additional details are

described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Animal Studies

All animal experiments were performed under protocols approved by the Icahn

School of Medicine at Mount Sinai’s and Albert Einstein College of Medicine’s

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees according to federal, state and

institutional guidelines and regulations.

Tumor cells were implanted subcutaneously and tumor-bearing animals

were treated with rigosertib (100 mg/kg) or vehicle (PBS) via intraperitoneal

(i.p.) injection twice daily for 16 days. Tumor volumes were monitored using

Transferrin vivo 750 imaging agent (Perkin Elmer) according to manufacturer’s

instructions.

Kras+/LSL G12D mice (Jackson et al., 2001) were crossed with the Pdx-cre

mice (Hingorani et al., 2003). Pdx-cre:Kras+/G12D mice at 3.5 months of age

were treated twice daily with either vehicle (PBS) or rigosertib (200 mg/kg)
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via i.p. injection for 14 days. Pancreata were isolated and sections stained with

hematoxylin and eosin or subjected to immunohistochemical analysis. Addi-

tional details are provided in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
ACCESSION NUMBERS

The accession numbers for the coordinates for solution structures of B-RAF-

RBD and complexes I and II reported in this paper are PDB: 5J17, 5J18, and

5J2R. The accession numbers for the NMR resonance assignments are

BMRB: 30047 (B-RAF-RBD), 30048 (Complex I), and 30050 (Complex II).
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Supplemental Figures

Figure S1. Identification of Rigosertib Target Proteins, Related to Figure 1

(A) Chemical structures of rigosertib, ON01911 and rigosertib-biotin complex used in affinity purification studies are shown.

(B) Strategy used for identification of rigosertib-binding proteins.

(C) Western blot analysis of proteins that were affinity purified using increasing concentrations of rigosertib according to the strategy shown in (B).

(D) A-, B-, and c-RAF bind to ribosertib. RGS-Biotin, ON 01911-Biotin (an inactive RGS analog), RGS or free biotin (all at a concentration of 50mM) were incubated

with whole cell lysates as described in B and subjected to Western blot analysis using antibodies directed against A-, B-, and c-RAF. The vertical line denotes

nonconsecutive lanes from the same gel and western blots.

(E) Free rigosertib competes with rigosertib -Biotin for RAF-binding. HeLa cell lysates were incubated with 50mM rigosertib (RGS)-Biotin in the presence of

increasing concentration of free rigosertib and the bound proteins analyzed by western blot analysis using c-RAF-specific antibodies.

(F and G) Rigosertib binds to the RBDs of B-RAF and A-RAF. One microgram of recombinant GST-RBD of (F) B-RAF and (G) A-RAF were subjected to Differential

Scanning Fluorimetry (DSF) in the presence of rigosertib or DMSO.
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Figure S2. NMR Analysis of the B-RAF RBD-Rigosertib Interaction, Related to Figure 2

(A) Chemical shift perturbations of the backbone amide (1H and 15N) resonances of B-RAF RBD with and without rigosertib. The bars corresponding to the

residues that show perturbation greater than 1s, 2s and 3s (from the mean) are color coded as magenta, blue and red, respectively. The peaks with and without

rigosertib are plotted with different threshold.

(B) Overlay of Apo structures with Complexes I and II. Superimposition of the 10 lowest energy structures of B-RAF RBD (153 – 228). The Apo structure is shown in

yellow. Complex I with rigosertib (Magenta) is shown in Blue (left) and Complex II with rigosertib (Red) is shown in Green.

(C and D) Diagram showing the residues that interact with rigosertib in complex I (C) and complex II (D). Charged residues are shown in blue, polar in light blue and

hydrophobic in green. Hydrogen bond is shown as a purple line and salt bridge interaction is shown in a red/blue line. Solvent exposure is shown in gray.

(E) Inter-Molecular NOE seen in B-RAF RBD Complex I and II are shown for the selected residues. Magenta and Red for Complex I and II, respectively. The two

complexes are also shown in the bottom right corner for reference.
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Figure S3. Rigosertib Does Not Inhibit the Kinase Activities of Recombinant A-RAF, B-RAF, and c-RAF, Related to Figure 4
The kinase activities of recombinant A-RAF, B-RAF and c-RAF kinase domains were assayed in the presence of increasing concentrations of rigosertib or

GW5074 (an ATP-competitive RAF inhibitor).
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Figure S4. Rigosertib Binds to GST-RALGDS-RBD Peptide Domain, Related to Figure 1

(A) One microgram of recombinant GST- RalGDS-RBD was subjected to Differential Scanning Fluorimetry (DSF) in the presence of rigosertib or DMSO.

(B) Binding of rigosertib to the GST-RBD was also seen when GST-RalGDS-RBD was mixed with total cell lysates and incubated with riosertib-biotin conjugate

and streptavidin-agarose beads. The precipitates were pelleted by centrifugation, washed and subjected to western blot analysis using GST-specific antibodies.
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Figure S5. Rigosertib Binds to GST-PI3K-RBDs, Related to Figures 1 and 7

(A) Mammalian expression vectors encoding the GST-PI3K-RBDs were expressed in HEK293T cells and total cell lysates were incubated with rigosertib-biotin

conjugate and streptavidin-agarose beads. The precipitates were pelleted by centrifugation, washed and subjected to western blot analysis using GST-specific

antibodies.

(B) MIA PaCa-2, MDA-MB-231 and HCT-116 cells, which harbor K-RAS mutations, were serum starved for 18 hr in the presence of DMSO, rigosertib (RGS),

sorafenib or PLX-4032 and subsequently treated with 50ng/ml EGF for 5 min. Cells lysates were subjected to immunoprecipitation with anti-AKT antibodies and

the levels of phospho-AKT and total AKT were determined by western blot analysis.
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Figure S6. Rigosertib Inhibits RAS-Mediated Lung Tumor Cell Growth, Related to Figure 6

(A) Two million A549 cells were implanted into nude mice and the tumors allowed to grow to �100mm3 in size. Mice were assigned into 2 groups (n = 10) and

treated with either PBS or rigosertib (100mg/kg) twice daily for 30 days. Growth of the tumors was monitored using Transferrin vivo 750 imaging agent and

respective fluorescence units were plotted as a function of time.

(B) Florescence images of the mice on day 30 is shown.

(C) Rigosertib interferes with RAS-mediated activation of ERK and AKT proteins. Tumor extracts derived from placebo and rigosertib-treated mice were sub-

jected to western blot analysis using anti-ERK, AKT, phospho-ERK and phospo-AKT antibodies. GAPDH serves as a loading control.
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SUPPLEMENTAL EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
 
Cell Lines and drug treatment 
 
HeLa, A431, MIA Paca 2, HCT116, A549, WM-1617 and HEK-293T cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified 
Eagle Medium (DMEM) (Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% FBS and penicillin-streptomycin at 37oC 
under humidified conditions and 5% CO2. Cells were treated with rigosertib or PLX-4032 or Nocodazole at 
concentrations of 2µM for signaling studies. For serum starvation studies, cells were grown in the presence of 
DMEM supplemented with 0.1% FBS and stimulated with 50ng/ml EGF for 5 min at 37oC. Cell synchronization 
was performed using a double thymidine block as described (Oussenko et al., 2011). 
 
DNA Constructs and Generation of Stable N-ras-expressing HeLa Cells 
  
A HA-tagged N-ras G12V cDNA was sub-cloned into the NSPI-TetO7-CMV-TetO-mOrange lentiviral vector 
(Kracikova et al., 2013) and co-transfected with packaging plasmids into HEK-293T cells to generate recombinant 
lentiviruses. Stable cell HeLa cell lines were selected in the presence of puromycin. The GST-RAF-1 (amino acids 
1-149) construct was purchased from Addgene. The RBDs of the following proteins were synthesized by Life 
Technologies for optimal expression in bacteria and sub-cloned into the pGEX-6P1 bacterial expression vector: A-
RAF (amino acids 1-91), B-RAF  (amino acids 151-230) PI3K-α (amino acids 187-289), PI3K-ß (amino acids 194-
285), PI3K-γ (amino acids 217-309) and PI3K-δ (amino acids 187-278). PI3K-α, β, γ and δ RBD mammalian 
expression constructs were generated by sub-cloning the inserts into the pEBG GST-expression vector (Addgene). 
For nuclear magnetic resonance studies, a 6X-His tag B-RAF RBD construct (amino acids 151-230) optimized for 
expression in E. Coli, was synthesized by Genscript.  cDNAs encoding mutant RAF RBDs were generated using the 
QuickChange II mutagenesis kit (Agilent Technologies). 
 
Chemicals 
 
Rigosertib (RGS, ON01910) and ON01911 were synthesized as described earlier (Reddy et al., 2011). PLX-4032 
and SB590885 were purchased from Selleck Chemicals. Biotin and nocodazole were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich. Biotin-PEO3-linker was purchased from Fisher Scientific.  Biotin conjugates of rigosertib was synthesized 
as follows. Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (10 mmol) and hydroxybenzotriazole (10 mmol) were added to a solution of 
rigosertib (10 mmol) and Biotin-PEO3-linker (10 mmol) in anhydrous dimethylformamide (50 ml) and stirred at 
room temperature for 10-12 hours. Any dicyclohexyl urea formed during the reaction was filtered and the clear 
solution was evaporated under reduced pressure to yield a solid product. The solid product was dissolved in 
methanol and purified by column chromatography on a silica column eluting with chloroform: methanol at 1:2 and 
4% methanol gradient. The organic phase containing rigosertib-PEO3-Biotin was vacuum dried to obtain a pure 
solid product.  The purity of the compound was determined by LC/MS.  HRMS: m/z calculated [M + H] 853.3358; 
found 853.7346. 
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Antibodies 
 
The C-RAF (53/c-Raf-1) antibody was purchased from BD Biosciences. B-RAF (H-145), GAPDH (0411), GST (Z-
5) and HA-tag (Y-11) specific antibodies was purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnologies, Inc. Antibodies directed 
against phospho-ERK (D13.14.4E), ERK (3A7), phospho-MEK (S217/221) MEK (L38C12) and C-RAF Serine 338  
(56A6) were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology. PLK1, FUBP3 and HSP27 antisera were purchased from 
Santa Cruz Biotechnology (F-8 for PLK1; I-20 for FUBP3; M-20 for HSP27) and Cell Signaling Technology 
(208G4 for PLK1; G21 for HSP27). HSC70 antibodies were obtained from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (612) and R 
& D Systems (#AF4148). C-RAF Serine 642 antiserum was obtained from Phospho Solutions. Anti-phospho-
Histone H3 (Serine 10) (CMA312) was purchased from Millipore.  
 
In Vitro Pull-down Assays  
 
To identify RGS-binding proteins, exponentially growing cells were lysed in lysis buffer (PBS/ 0.15% Tween-20/ 
1mM DTT) supplemented with protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche Diagnostics), 0.2mM sodium orthovanadate, 
50mM ß-glycerophosphate and 10mM sodium fluoride. Clarified cell lysates were pre-cleared with streptavidin-
agarose beads prior to incubation with 50µM rigosertib-biotin (RGS-biotin) conjugate, ON 01911-biotin conjugate 
or biotin for 2 hrs at 4oC. Sodium chloride (final concentration of 0.5M) and neutravidin agarose was then added and 
the samples rotated overnight at 4oC. The precipitates were extensively washed, resuspended in 2X SDS sample 
buffer and subjected to SDS-PAGE. Resolved proteins were visualized by staining overnight with ProtoBlue Safe 
(National Diagnostics). Individual bands that were unique to the rigosertib-biotin sample were excised and their 
corresponding proteins identified using Mass Spectrometry. Candidate binding proteins were confirmed as described 
above (or in the presence of increasing concentrations of RGS-biotin) except that resolved proteins were transferred 
to a nitrocellulose membrane and subjected to Western blot analysis using the indicated antibodies. For competitive 
binding assays, pull-down reactions were performed as described above except that lysates were incubated with 
increasing concentrations of free RGS for 2 hours prior to the addition of RGS-biotin.  
 
To determine binding to recombinant c-RAF RBD protein using in vitro pull-down assays, pull-down reactions were 
performed as described above except that 1µg of recombinant protein was incubated with whole cell lysates prior to 
the addition of RGS-biotin. In the case of PI3K-α, ß, γ and δ RBDs, lysates derived from HEK-293T cells 
transiently transfected with PI3K-RBD expression constructs were incubated with RGS-biotin.  The resulting 
complexes were precipitated using neutravidin agarose, washed and resolved by SDS-PAGE. Proteins were 
transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane and subjected to Western blot analysis using GST antibodies. 
 
RAF pull-down assays using GST-RAS-G12D beads were performed as previously described (Ritt et al., 2010). 
Cells were treated as indicated and whole cell extracts incubated with GST-RAS-G12D agarose (Calbiochem) for 2-
4 hrs at 4oC.  The complexes were washed and subjected to immunoblot analysis using the indicated antibodies. 
 
Co-immunoprecipitation and Immunoblotting 
 
Cells were lysed in lysis buffer (20mM Tris, pH 8.0/ 137mM NaCl/ 10% glycerol/ 1% NP-40) (Ritt et al., 2010) 
supplemented with protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche Diagnostics), 50mM ß-glycerophosphate, 10mM sodium 
fluoride and 0.2mM sodium orthovanadate. For co-immunoprecipitation, 1mg of clarified cell lysate was incubated 
with antibody overnight at 4oC. The resulting immune complexes were then precipitated using protein A or G 
sepharose (50% slurry) for 2-4 hrs at 4oC, washed and resolved by SDS-PAGE. Proteins were transferred to a 
nitrocellulose membrane and subjected to Western blot analysis using the indicated antibodies. RAF heterodimers 
were visualized using Enhanced Chemiluminescence (Perkin Elmer). All other proteins, including those measured in 
whole cell extracts using direct immunoblot analysis, were visualized using an Odyssey imaging system (LI-COR 
Biosciences). 
 
Active RAS Binding Assays 
 
Levels of active RAS were determined using the Active Ras Pull-Down and Detection Kit (Thermo Scientific). Cells 
were cultured and treated as indicated and lysed in buffer provided by the manufacturer. Clarified whole cell lysates 
were incubated with recombinant GST-Raf1-RBD (amino acids 1-149) and glutathione beads (both supplied by the 
manufacturer) for 1 hr at 4oC, washed and the resulting RAS-RAF1 complexes eluted from the resin by boiling in 



 

 

2X SDS sample buffer. Proteins were resolved by SDS-PAGE, transferred to nitrocellulose and the level of active 
RAS bound to the c-RAF RBD determined by Western Blot analysis using the anti-RAS antibody supplied by the 
manufacturer. For RGS-competition assays, 2.5µg GST-c-RAF RBD was pre-incubated with RGS for 12 hours prior 
to incubation with whole cell lysates. 
   
Kinase Assays 
 
A-, B- and c-RAF in vitro kinase assays were performed by Reaction Biology Corporation (Malvern, PA). Values 
obtained were plotted as a function of log drug concentration using Prism 4 Graphpad software and IC50 values 
determined by plotting sigmoidal non-linear regression curves with a variable slope.  
 
C-RAF kinase assays were performed using the Raf-1 Kinase Assay Kit (Millipore). Briefly, cells were treated as 
indicated and total cell lysates subjected to immunoprecipitation using C-RAF specific antibodies. The resulting 
immunoprecipitates were resuspended assay dilution buffer containing inactive MEK1 as a substrate (supplied by 
the manufacturer). Kinase assays were preformed according to the manufacturer and the level of phospho-MEK 
determined by Western Blot analysis. 
 
Differential Scanning Fluorimetry 
 
Recombinant GST-tagged c-RAF (amino acids 1-149, which contains the RBD) and active C-RAF (Raf-1) kinase 
(amino acids 306-648) were purchased from Thermo Scientific and Millipore, respectively. Ral-GDS RBD 
recombinant protein was purchased from Thermo Scientific (catalog number: 16120). GST-tagged A-RAF (amino 
acids 1-91) and B-RAF (amino acids 151-230) RBD proteins were purified using standard techniques. Eluates were 
further subjected to 5 rounds of buffer exchange (50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0/ 150mM NaCl/ 5% glycerol) overnight 
using a 10kDa cut-off filter to further purify and concentrate the proteins as well as remove residual glutathione.  
 
Two micrograms of each protein in PBS was combined with the indicated concentrations of DMSO, RGS (100µM) 
or PLX-4032 (25µM) and Protein Thermal Shift Buffer (Applied Biosciences). Mixtures were incubated at room 
temperature for 20 minutes, combined with Thermal Shift dye and subjected to differential scanning fluorimetry 
(Niesen et al., 2007). Melt reactions from 20-90oC in 1.0oC increments were performed using a StepOne Plus 
instrument (Applied Biosciences). Florescence readings were acquired with excitation and emission wavelengths of 
580+10 nm and 624+14 nm, respectively. Step One Plus Protein Thermal Shift Software (Applied Biosciences) was 
used to determine the Tm from each fluorescence profile (Boltzmann) and the Tm of a first derivative of the 
fluorescence data at each temperature (derivative) and used to calculate ΔTm values.  
 
Microscale Thermophoresis 
 
Proteins were N-terminally labeled for microscale thermophoresis (MST) using the Monolith NT Protein Labeling 
Kit RED-NHS (NanoTemper Technologies, München, Germany), according to the instructions of the manufacturer. 
Briefly, proteins at concentrations of 20µM were incubated with 2X dye at a ratio of 1:1 in labeling buffer (50mM 
HEPES, pH 6.0/ 150mM NaCl/ 50mM MgCl2) in the dark at room temperature for 30 minutes. Free dye was 
removed using gel filtration columns (manufacturer supplied) and the protein eluted in 0.5ml of binding buffer 
(25mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0/ 300mM NaCl).  
 
To determine the Kd values of RGS to RAF RBDs, 100nM of labeled GST-tagged B-RAF (aa 151-230) or C-RAF 
(aa 1-149) proteins were incubated with increasing concentrations of rigosertib (0.0381-1250nM) for 30 minutes at 
room temperature in binding buffer (25mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0/ 300mM NaCl) (Wienken et al., 2010). Prionex 
(Sigma) was added to the to a final concentration of 0.2%. The samples were then centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 2 
minutes before being loaded into standard capillaries provided by the manufacturer. Fluorescence values from the 
binding reactions were determined using the Monolith NT.115 (Nano Temper Technologies). Binding data was 
analyzed using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA) to determine the Kd values of RGS to RAF 
RBDs. For these analyses, the fluorescence value from the thermophoresis plots corresponding to the lowest 
concentration of rigosertib used in the titration was subtracted from every data point prior to normalization. For 
RBD mutants that did not bind to rigosertib, and for which curves could not be fit, the highest value was set to 100 
and the data normalized accordingly. 
 



 

 

Protein Expression and Purification for Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
 
The B-RAF RBD (amino acids 151 to 230) containing an N-terminal 6X Histidine tag and a PreScission protease 
site was synthesized (Genescript), cloned in pET29a and transformed into the BL21 DE3 pLysS strain of E. coli. For 
protein expression, bacteria at an OD of 0.8 were incubated with 0.1M IPTG and grown for 18h with shaking at 
22°C in M9 minimal media supplemented with 15NH4Cl (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc.). Protein was 
purified to homogeneity by affinity and size exclusion chromatography using fastpreparative liquid chromatography 
(FPLC) in an AKTA purifier (GE Healthcare). For affinity chromatography, bacteria were lysed in purification 
buffer (50mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4/ 500mM NaCl/ 10% Glycerol/ 20mM Imidazole) supplemented with 0.1% Triton X-
100 and protease inhibitors and passed through a Ni2+-NTA column. The column was washed with 20 column 
volumes and protein was eluted using purification buffer supplemented with 300mM imidazole. Purified proteins 
were then incubated overnight with GST-tagged PreScission protease at 4oC. The Histidine tag and PreScission 
protease were removed from the untagged B-RAF-RBD by using a Ni2+ column connected in tandem to a 
glutathione column (GE Healthcare). For size exclusion chromatography, protein was separated after tag removal 
using a high resolution SD75 10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare) in NMR buffer (20mM KH2PO4 pH 7.4, 200mM 
NaCl). The elution profile showed a main peak (OD at 280) corresponding to a B-RAF RBD monomer. Fractions 
containing the protein were pooled and concentrated to 0.5mM. Protein was then aliquoted and flash frozen in liquid 
nitrogen. For dual labeled protein, D-Glucose 13C6 (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc.) was used as a substitute 
for glucose in the minimal media.  
 
NMR resonance assignment 
 
200μM 13C-15N labeled B-Raf RBD in NMR buffer (20 mM KH2PO4, 200 mM NaCl, pH 7.4) was used to collect 
the data for backbone and side chain resonance assignments. All NMR data was acquired at 25°C using a Bruker 
800 and 900 MHz spectrometer equipped with cryogenic probes capable of applying pulse-field gradients along the 
z-axis. Backbone resonance assignments data were collected with a 30% sampling schedule (de Vries et al., 2007) 
using non-uniform sampling versions of HNCO/HN(CA)CO (512, 32 and 19 complex points with sweep-widths of 
13, 25 and 13 ppm in 1H, 15N and 13C dimensions, respectively), HNCA/HN(CO)CA (512, 32 and 19 complex 
points with sweep widths of 13, 25 and 30 ppm in 1H, 15N and 13C dimensions respectively) and 
HNCACB/CBCACONH (512, 32 and 19 complex points with sweep widths of 13, 25 and 65 ppm in 1H, 15N and 
13C dimensions respectively) pairs of experiments. All data was reconstructed using MDDGui software (Tugarinov 
et al., 2005) and analyzed using NMRViewJ (http://www.onemoonscientific.com/nmrviewj) (Johnson, 2004).  The 
side chain resonance assignments were done using HCCONH, CCCONH and HCCH-TOCSY experiments. All side 
chain assignment data were collected at 25°C using a Bruker 600 MHz spectrometer equipped with cryogenic 
probes capable of applying pulse-field gradients along the z-axis. Distance constraints were obtained from aliphatic 
1H-13C edited NOESY-HSQC (mixing time of 150 ms), aromatic 1H-13C edited NOESY-HSQC  (mixing time of 150 
ms) and 1H-15N edited NOESY-HSQC (mixing time of 150 ms). Dihedral angle constraints were derived from 
backbone chemical shifts using the program TALOS+ (Shen et al., 2009). Inter-molecular NOEs were obtained from 
aliphatic 1H-13C filtered NOESY-HSQC experiments. A mixing time of 150 and 200 ms were used in the NOESY-
HSQC experiments for determining the B-Raf RBD and B-Raf RBD:Rigosertib structures, respectively. NMR data 
were processed using NMRPipe (Delaglio et al., 1995) and analyzed using NMRViewJ. 
 
NMR Titrations to determine the B-Raf RBD:Rigosertib binding interface 
 
Spectral perturbation in the 1H-15N HSQC spectra of the B-Raf RBD protein (50μM) were obtained using separate 
titrations with increasing concentrations (0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 3mM) of rigosertib (ON01910.Na) dissolved in NMR 
buffer. All spectra were recorded at 900 MHz at 25°C using sweep-widths of 13 ppm (512 complex points) and 25 
ppm (128 complex points) for the 1H and 15N dimensions, respectively. Chemical shift perturbations (CSP) were 
calculated using the equation: CSP =  where ΔδHN and ΔδN are the chemical shift 
differences between the amide and nitrogen resonances of the apo and complex, respectively.  
 
Structure calculation of B-Raf RBD and B-Raf RBD:Rigosertib complex 
 
The coordinates and geometry restraints for rigosertib were generated using ChemDraw and further energy-
minimized using eLBOW (Phenix crystallography suite) (Adams et al., 2010). Structure calculation was carried out 
with manually assigned NOEs, dihedral and hydrogen-bonding constraints using the program ARIA/CNS (Linge et 



 

 

al., 2003). Structure calculations were performed using a Cartesian dynamics simulated annealing protocol using: (i) 
a high temperature dynamics at 2000 K (10,000 steps), (ii) 4000 steps of refinement, (iii) a Cartesian dynamics 
cooling stage from 2000 to 1000 K (6000 steps) and (iv) a second Cartesian dynamics cooling stage from 1000 K to 

50 K (4000 steps). Force constants of 5, 25 and 200 kcal mol−1 Å2 for the dihedral constraints and 10, 10 and 50 

kcal mol−1 Å2 for the distance constraints (ambiguous, unambiguous and hydrogen-bond) were used during the 
three temperature stages of the Cartesian dynamics protocol. Final water refinement was done using previously 
defined protocol (Linge et al., 2003b). In all, 1024 structures were calculated and the 128 lowest energy structures 
were used in the water refinement step. 10 lowest energy structures with no distance (> 0.5 Å) and dihedral 
violations (> 5 Å) were chosen to represent the structure ensemble. The structural ensemble was then analyzed with 
MOLMOL (Koradi et al. 1996) and PROCHECK-NMR (Laskowski et al., 1996).  
 
Transformation Assays 
 
Primary cultures of CEFs were prepared from white leghorn embryos purchased from Charles River Laboratories. 
Each transfection with DNA or infection with avian retrovirus was performed using freshly prepared cells. For 
focus-forming assays, CEFs were infected with RCAS(A) virus containing the indicated oncogene as described 
previously (Ito et al., 2014). Cells were initially treated with rigosertib or vehicle (water) that was added to the 
nutrient overlay 24 hrs post-plating. Nutrient agar was replenished every other day over a period of 10 days. The 
overlay was then removed, and the cell layer stained with crystal violet to visualize the foci of transformed cells.  
 
Mouse Xenograft Assays 
 
All animal experiments were performed under protocols approved by the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai’s 
and Albert Einstein College of Medicine’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees according to federal, state 
and institutional guidelines and regulations. For unblinded tumor xenograft assays, 1x106 HCT116 and A549 cells 
were implanted subcutaneously into anesthetized female nu/nu mice (12 weeks of age). Tumors were allowed to 
reach 100 mm3 in size before the animals were randomly assigned to treatment groups. Eight to ten mice per group 
were treated with rigosertib (100mg/kg) or vehicle (PBS) via intraperitoneal (ip) injection daily twice daily for 16 
days in two independent experiments. Bodyweights were recorded every alternate day. Tumor volumes were 
monitored twice-weekly using Transferrin vivo 750 imaging agent (Perkin Elmer) according to manufacturer's 
instructions. Briefly, animals were injected ip with 100µl (2nmol) of Transferrin-Vivo reconstituted in sterile PBS 
24 hrs prior to being anesthetized with isoflurane. Anesthetized animals were imaged using an IVIS-Spectrum 
scanner (Perkin Elmer) for a period of 10 seconds using the following settings: emission 800, excitation 745, epi-
illumination, Bin:HR)4, FOV:22.8, F1. Fluorescence values were calculated using IVIS-Spectrum software (Perkin 
Elmer). Animals were purchased from Charles River Laboratories.  
 
Spontaneous Model of Pancreatic Intraepithelial Neoplasia (PanIN) 
 
Kras+/LSL G12D mice have been previously described (Jackson et al., 2001). To induce spontaneous pancreatic tumors, 
Kras+/LSL G12D mice were crossed with the Pdx-cre mouse model (Hingorani et al., 2003). Pdx-cre:Kras+/G12D mice at 
3.5 months of age were randomly assigned to two groups (n=4 and 3, respectively) and treated twice daily with 
either vehicle (PBS) or rigosertib (200mg/kg) via ip injection for 14 days. Pancreata were isolated at the end of the 
experiment, fixed in buffered formalin and stored in 70% ethanol prior to paraffin-embedding. 3µm sections were 
stained with hematoxylin and eosin or subjected to immunohistochemical analysis as indicated. To quantify tumor 
burden and grade, images from standardized positions were obtained from each slide such that an entire section was 
used for quantitation. PanINs from each animal were scored by a pathologist. Images were obtained using a 
Panoramic 250 Flash Whole Slide Digital Scanner (Perkin Elmer) and analyzed using 3D Histech software (3D 
Histech Ltd). 
 
Immunohistochemistry 
 
Immunohistochemical analysis was performed on formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded sections using a biotin-avidin 
staining method as specified by Leica Biosystems. Antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling Technologies 
and used at the following dilutions: P-AKT Ser473 (#3787; 1:100 dilution), P-ERK (#4696; 1:500 dilution), cleaved 
caspase-3 (#9579, 1:500 dilution). Sections were processed and developed using a Leica Bond RX (Leica 



 

 

Biosystems). Images were obtained using a Panoramic 250 Flash Whole Slide Digital Scanner (Perkin Elmer) and 
analyzed using 3D Histech software (3D Histech Ltd). 
 
Statistical Analysis 
 
Statistical analysis was performed using a standard, unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t test. Data are graphed as mean + 
SD. Results were considered significant as p<0.05. 
 
 



 

 

 
  

 

 

a Hydrogen bond restraints were HN-O distance of 1.8-2.3 Å and an N-O distance of 2.8-3.3 Å. 
b Structural characteristics for the final ensemble of 10 water-refined structures. 
c RMSD of the mean structure from individual structures in the ensemble. 
d RMSD for residues 153-228 shown.  
e Ramachandran plot data shown for residues 153-228. 

Restraints and statistics WT Complex I Complex II 
Total number of restraints 2016 1895 1893 
NOE restraints 1822 1701 1699 

Unambiguous 1582 1540 1541 
Intraresidue 724 724 729 
Sequential 294 288 289 
Short-range 122 108 107 
Medium-range 79 70 70 
Long-range 363 328 327 

Ambiguous 240 161 158 
Inter-Molecular  22 19 

Dihedral angle restraints 148 148 148 
Hydrogen bond restraintsa 46 46 46 
    
Structure Statisticsb    
NOE violations > 0.5 Å 0% 0% 0% 
Dihedral violations > 5° 0% 0% 0% 
    
RMSD from averagec,d 

 d 
   

Backbone (N, Cα, C) (Å) 0.50 ± 0.11 0.60 ± 0.16 0.62 ± 0.18 
Heavy atoms (Å) 1.07 ± 0.18 1.23 ± 0.21 1.29 ± 0.24 
    
Ramachandran Statisticse    
Most favored region (%) 87.6  85.9 87.6 
Additionally allowed (%)  11.1 13.8 12.0  
Generously allowed (%)  1.3 0.3 0.4  
Disallowed (%)  0.0 0.0 0.0  

Table S1. Related to  Figure 2 & 3.  NMR restraints and structural statistics for the 
10 lowest energy structures.  
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